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The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public 
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business Administration.
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analysis and forecasting; health care, forest products, and manufacturing industry 
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Business Quarterly, which is partially supported by Wells Fargo.
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and social issues. The Bureau also conducts contract survey research and offers a random-digit dialing program for survey 
organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Health Care Industry Research Program examines markets, trends, industry structure, costs, and other high 
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placed on Montana’s industry, the cooperative research with the U.S. Forest Service involves most of the western states. A 
recently-formed research consortium including the Bureau, the Forest Products Department at the University o f Idaho, and 
the Wood Materials and Engineering Laboratory at Washington State University addresses forest operations and utilization 
problems unique to the Inland Northwest.
The Bureau, in cooperation with Montana Business Connections, recently expanded the scope of its ongoing wood 
products manufacturing research to include all of Montana’s manufacturing industries. Through this program, a 
comprehensive statewide electronic information system will be developed.
Bureau personnel continually respond to numerous requests for local, state, and national economic data. Don’t 
hesitate to call on Bureau staff members if they can be of service to you.
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ARTSY BUSINESS
Painting by Kent Lovelace.
Artsy Business
Integrating Arts and Culture 
with International Trade
by Amy Joyner
Editor’s note: The paintings pictured in this article are by artists 
who are part of the American West exhibit. Their work has been 
displayed at MWTC gatherings in Ireland, England, New 
Zealand, and Australia.
G eoff Sutton has always known that art opens hearts and minds. After trips across both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans this year, he now knows that art also opens 
doors to international trade.
“It is difficult to find products to export from the Rocky 
Mountain region in general,” Sutton noted in an interview 
after returning from his third trade visit to Ireland. “Mon­
tana is a very culturally rich area. We have a plethora of the 
arts.”
In October 2002, Sutton sold his Missoula art gallery and 
joined the Montana World Trade Center as a consultant on 
fine art from the Rocky Mountain West. His position is 
partially funded through the U.S. Department of Commerce 
Market Development Cooperator Program.
His assignment: to integrate arts and culture with 
MWTC’s development of international trade.
The Montana World Trade Center is a nonprofit organiza­
tion that helps businesses establish and strengthen their 
international commercial capabilities. The Center develops 
untapped international trade opportunities, then works with 
businesses to capitalize on those opportunities.
Since joining MWTC, Sutton has traveled to Ireland, 
England, New Zealand, and Australia, as has Fraser McLeay, 
the Trade Center’s senior manager. Their initial visits to
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Ireland -  McLeay traveled in April 2002 and Sutton in 
October -  provided a preliminary assessment of potential 
European markets for Montana and regional businesses.
McLeay explained: “We were trying to identify their 
industry sectors for our products and services in Ireland. 
There are a large number of art galleries. So, we chose art.” 
The resulting list of art exhibits is part of MWTC’s work to 
generate trade relations between Ireland and companies from 
the Rocky Mountain region.
Subsequent trade missions to Dublin in July and 
September each began with an artists’ reception at a 
prominent location, rich in cultural esteem. The premiere 
events welcomed business, government, and cultural leaders 
and acquainted them with contemporary Western art, while 
beginning conversations that could lead to new business 
agreements.
In July, a delegation of companies, accompanied by staff 
from MWTC and U.S. Rep. Denny Rehberg’s office, partici­
pated in a trade mission to Dublin, which has resulted in 
roughly $2 million in sales, including numerous pieces of 
regional artwork.
“It’s a very innovative way o f introducing new products 
and services to a new environment,” McLeay said. “These 
countries value their artists. Our exploratory visit showed 
that art and industry made sense in Ireland. People really 
see Montana and regional art as something that is unique.
It really creates an interest.”
“ Raining on the River" by Davi Nelson.
During the initial search for a venue to house an art 
exhibit, the Irish were skeptical, Sutton found. “I knocked on 
a lot o f doors, visited galleries and Irish cultural centers. I got 
rejected time after time,” he said. A break came when he met 
with Barry O ’Kelly, cultural attache for the Bank of Ireland in 
Dublin. O’Kelly signed on when he saw Sutton’s portfolio 
containing the work of 24 Rocky Mountain artists, 12 men 
and 12 women.
Art: A Centerpiece for Business
The traditional methods of promoting international 
trade have worked well for Montana businesses, but 
Fraser McLeay has found a new approach. And instead of 
a spreadsheet of global economies, it starts with an 
artist's brush.
It's innovative, yet simple, and that is why other trade 
organizations are so interested. “ I have not seen this used 
by other states or other regions,” he adds.
In his job as senior manager with the Montana World 
Trade Center, McLeay brings along art from the Rocky 
Mountain region as a prelude to business meetings that 
introduce U.S. products to potential foreign trade 
partners. “A rt can be a centerpiece for all businesses," 
McLeay has learned during preliminary forays and 
subsequent trade missions to  Ireland, England, New 
Zealand, and Australia.
The method worked quite well during several visits to 
Ireland this past year. McLeay will use the same approach 
in New Zealand and Australia this coming year. “ It can 
help Montana businesses enter a market where they have 
never been," he explains.
En route home from New Zealand in September, 
McLeay stopped in San Diego to speak with and learn 
from other global exporters. All were interested in the way 
he was introducing Rocky Mountain businesses to other 
countries.
“ I presented this model at the National Distribution 
Export Council Meeting in San Diego in mid-September,” 
he says. “ Fifty percent of the people there were export 
companies. Twenty-five percent were government 
employees. Twenty-five percent were private export- 
support organizations."
Since returning to Montana, McLeay has been flooded 
with requests to teach other groups how to develop 
cultural relationships with potential foreign trade 
partners. So far, MWTC has found great success in 
opening trade missions with a gala art show that high­
lights pieces from Rocky Mountain artists.
“ People are going to the art exhibit either because 
they are interested in art from the region or they are 
interested in the American West,” McLeay has learned. 
He believes that because many companies from the 
Rocky Mountains lack immediate global recognition, they 
can instead use art to introduce themselves -  and their 
region -  to likely trade partners.
McLeay will continue to  test the theory in trade 
missions to England, New Zealand, and Australia this 
coming year. In each country, the trade meetings will 
begin with a showing of fine art from the Rocky Mountain 
states.
Then, everyone will get down to business.
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The Bank of Ireland Cultural Center agreed to host an 
exhibition during a trade mission to Dublin held June 28 
through July 4. Representatives from three businesses went 
on the trip, while McLeay hand-carried promotional 
information from seven other companies.
This type of trade mission is affordable for many 
businesses interested in reaching new markets, McLeay 
said.
For about $100, some marketing materials and samples to 
send to Ireland, a company learns exporting basics, he said. 
“They are getting a lot 
for that little bit of 
money, and the end 
aim is to put 
businesses in a 
position so that they 
have larger accounts 
in Ireland and Europe, 
and can handle the 
export process 
themselves.”
Officials at the 
Montana World Trade 
Center do the legwork, 
and for very little 
money a company can 
test the performance 
of their product in a 
foreign market. In July, 
the test market 




presented on canvas, 
were displayed at the 
Bank of Ireland. Three 
artists sold paintings at 
the premiere for roughly $1,500 each, which included sales 
commission and taxes.
Many of the 10 participating businesses forged profitable 
alliances with European importers, as well. McLeay said 
the mission produced $500,000 in written orders and an 
estimated $5 million in long-range trade contracts.
Jane K. Forte, acting U.S. ambassador to Ireland, gave 
the opening remarks before more than 200 people who 
visited the July show on opening night. Sutton was 
interviewed that day by Myles Duncan for RTE Radio of 
Ireland. As a goodwill gesture, Sutton shipped Duncan and 
others copies of “Undaunted Courage” after returning 
home.
“The art gave a great intro to Montana,” Sutton said. 
“It was a fun way to introduce businesses and Montana to 
Ireland. An art exhibit will create social and cultural 
awareness of Montana and the Rocky Mountain region. 
And during an event — you can’t buy that kind of 
publicity.”
The exhibition also created awareness for tourism in 
Montana. The MWTC took TravelMontana brochures to 
Ireland, as well as literature describing travel destinations and 
activities in the Big Sky state. After meeting McLeay in 
Ireland, the editor of a leading Irish travel magazine booked 
plane tickets to Montana for the end of September. He was so 
intrigued that he immediately planned future rafting and 
hiking adventures in Montana, with possible coverage in 
Abroad Magazine and Irish Backpacker, both of which have 
wide European distribution.
McLeay added:
“ [The art] adds to the 
brand awareness for 
other products from the 




he said, were well- 
received in Ireland, 
with a European food 
distributor signing a $1 
million contract for 
Rocky Mountain 
products.
“A key thing is will 
their product sell? Will 
their names sell?” 
McLeay explained. 
After getting input 
during his 2002 
exploratory trips, 
several companies made 
some packaging 
changes that should 
make their products 
more saleable in 
Europe.
Vendors attending the July trade mission acknowledged 
another important factor driving demand for their products: 
the relatively weak dollar, which reinforced European 
purchases of American exports.
The first art show opened July 1 at the Bank of Ireland in 
Dublin. On the first night, five pieces sold. The second show 
opened Oct. 2 at the County Cavan Museum in 
Ballyjamesduff, Ireland, where another six pieces sold. Sutton 
has since scheduled a handful of additional shows with one- 
month runs.
From Cavan County, the show will travel to Hunt 
Museum in Limerick for a Nov. 4 opening. In January 2004, 
the art moves again to Yales Memorial Art Center in Sligo, 
Ireland. Sutton foresees sending additional pieces to the later 
shows because of the interest and sales generated by the 
earlier exhibitions.
“We would like to send it to Britain if there is any art left,” 
he added. Sutton has already received several e-mail requests 
for dates and locations of future European shows. “Now there
Painting by George Gogas from the “Too Lazy to Work” series.
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Pacific Trade Partnerships Sought
If it works in the North Atlantic, it w ill in the South 
Pacific, too.
That’s the logic the Montana World Trade Center relied 
upon in September while exploring ways to promote Rocky 
Mountain exports to  the largest Pacific-island nations.
“We were so happy with how our Ireland and England 
mission went, we decided to move to Australia and New 
Zealand with the program," said Fraser McLeay, MWTC's 
senior manager. So, just as the Trade Center did in Dublin, 
an exhibit of Montana and regional artwork started the 
dialogue and cultivated relationships Down Under, leading 
to new international trade partnerships.
A New Zealand newspaper, The Guardian, ran this story 
summarizing the visit by McLeay and Geoffrey Sutton, an 
art liaison with MWTC:
Art Binds S ister C ities
Missoulan visitor Geoffrey Sutton carries the banner 
for “art" and his Montana Trade Centre colleague Fraser 
McLeay for “trade."
Palmerston North city councilor John Hornblow says 
the two cities are ready to take the next step. “We’ve been 
working on the socia l ties o f  our cities for the past few  
years. Now we are preparing for a reciprocal trade 
delegation. “I'm really excited about this a s many busi­
n esses in Manawatu are p o ised  for growth," Mr Hornblow 
says.
The United States men were here earlier this week to 
visit Te Manawa, Community Arts Council, the Maori 
studies department at M assey University and Te Wananga 
O Aotearoa. They are looking at bringing a major exhibition 
o f indigenous art (mostly American Indian) from Missoula 
to Palmerston North.
Te Wananga O  Aotearoa sen ior lecturer Vonnie Sterritt 
says the city is very lucky to secure the exhibition which 
has recently toured Ireland and Europe. Fraser McLeay, a 
Kiwi by origin, says trade and art will take the relationship 
to a new level.
“We have 15 businesses back in M issoula that are keen 
to attend a New Zealand art exhibition with a view to 
forging new exchanges - be it bio/technology or trade - 
which is in addition to the student and university sta ff 
exchanges we currently have," Mr McLeay says. Summa­
rizing the meeting at Te Wananga O  Aotearoa, Vonnie 
Sterritt says: “It is art that bonds us but there's so  much 
more potential."
With a Sister City relationship between Missoula and 
Palmerston North, McLeay says the New Zealand town 
will be the ideal location for a cultural and academic 
exchange to coincide with a Montana trade mission in 
spring 2004. The visit from artists and business represen­
tatives will begin with an art gala scheduled for April 2, 
Sutton said.
“We’re giving those in attendance an unusual event to 
attend," he explained. Te Manawa Art Center in 
Palmerston North will play host to the exhibit, which 
Sutton expects to focus on Native American artwork. After
North Palmerston, the show will move to the U.S. Em­
bassy in Wellington, New Zealand.
And the tour -  and trade -  won’t stop in New Zealand. 
Montana is a good business partner for Australia’s 
booming mining industry because companies in the state 
have considerable expertise in the field, and the Aussies 
could use some help," McLeay said.
This past September, after leaving New Zealand, 
McLeay met with several mining-industry leaders from the 
Rocky Mountain region at AIMEX 2003, the third largest 
mining exhibition in the world. McLeay said Australia is at 
the forefront of innovation in the mining industry and 
expertise from Montana is in demand there. AIMEX 2003 
provided regional businesses the ideal opportunity to 
discover new directions, trends and view the latest in 
equipment and technology from the world's leading mining 
supply companies.
TowHaul/Smith Equipment USA, Drill Pro, MSE and 
Crown Parts were all represented at AIMEX, either by 
sending a spokesperson or having McLeay present their 
literature.
Australia has the world's largest commercially viable 
sources of diamonds, lead, uranium, silver and zinc, and is 
a major supplier of coal, cobalt, copper, gold, iron ore, 
manganese, and nickel. “Although the industry is quite 
robust, it relies on import businesses for 70 percent o f its 
equipment needs," McLeay said. And that's the niche 
Montana businesses can fill.
Trade Center member and award-winning participant in 
the District Export Council for Montana, TowHaul had 
planned to exhibit exclusively at AIMEX. They joined the 
MWTC exhibit upon McLeay's request. "We were able to 
create awareness without spending tens of thousands of 
dollars to exhibit at those trade shows on our own," says 
Kim Wild, president and general manager for TowHaul/ 
Smith Equipment USA. The company designs and manu­
factures off-road, low-boy trailers used to transport 
equipment at open-pit mines.
"It made a big difference for us to be present," Wild 
says. For those businesses that couldn’t send someone in 
person, it was still advantageous to send product litera­
ture and allow McLeay and MWTC staff to act as personal 
representatives, she adds.
At AIMEX, Wild met with existing customers who 
introduced her to others in the industry who could become 
future clients. It will take time to see if the networking will 
be profitable. “Our business is typically a two-year 
process,” Wild notes.
From Belgrade, TowHaul sells equipment in 12 coun­
tries. “ People from outside the U.S. want U.S.-made 
products," Wild notes. “ It's prestigious in a sense. The 
U.S. is known for making the biggest and the best."
Because of the preparation time and cost to partici­
pate, TowHaul does just two trade shows; next up is the 
Mine Expo in Las Vegas next September. They will also 
attend AIMEX 2007, either on their own or with the 
MWTC. “We are always happy to join Fraser and his 
ventures,” Wild says.
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A rtis t M onte Dolack ta lks  w ith  Erik Iverson -  Rep. Denny Rehberg's ch ie f o f s ta ff -  his w ife , Tasha Iverson, and 
a po tentia l buyer.
are inquiries from galleries wanting to represent some of the 
artists,” he said.
In addition to the sales recorded by the participating artists, 
many Montana manufacturers also rated the first trade mission 
as a success. Following are a few of their critiques.
Mountain Springs Spas, 
made by Omega II Inc.
General Manager Russell Moody said that as a result of 
going to Ireland and England with MWTC representatives this 
past summer, Omega II -  a 20-year-old hot tub 
construction business -  secured so many new orders, it 
hired six more employees.
One contract with a London-based distributor who sends
spas all over Europe has Omega II shipping a container of spas 
to England each week. Each 40-foot-high cube container holds 
12 to 14 spas. It is trucked from the Bitterroot Valley to 
Calgary, where it travels by rail to Montreal. Finally, the 
containers are boarded on a cargo ship for England.
One week in mid-October, Omega II shipped 20 models to 
England, with a standing order for 100 more. Because the 
company will likely double its business, Moody said 
participation with the MWTC has been well worth the effort.
“It was way unexpected -  the amount of business we are 
receiving out o f this,” Moody said. “We weren’t really sure. You 
don’t really know until you start doing business there.” Moody 
will be in New Orleans in November displaying his spas at a 
trade show. And he has meetings scheduled with eight 
European buyers who will be attending.
DEE DEE GIANCHETTA
Dale Tasharski w ith  the U.S. Commercial Service in Dublin Cleft) and Jane K. Forte, acting 
U.S. am bassador to  Ireland, w ith  a rtis ts  M ary  Beth Percival and M onte Dolack (righ t).
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'F iddler's Valley” by Kent Lovelace.
Merritt’s Landing Nets
These individually crafted fishing nets made near Hardin 
found Irish buyers at the July trade conference. Irish compa­
nies showed great interest in the family-owned and operated 
business, which makes domestic and exotic hardwood landing 
nets.
Though the Irish are dedicated fishermen, the sport is a 
bit different on the other side of the Atlantic, said Joshua 
Harris, business administrator for Merritt’s Landing Nets.
“We do have to make some alterations to our products,” he 
said. “Here it’s more catch-and-release. Over there, once 
they get it in the net, they want to keep it.”
In Dublin, Harris also learned that “Made in Montana” 
stickers added even more appeal for European clients who 
associate Montana with world-class fishing.
“We were very skeptical of the market. It’s a very niche 
market over there, both in the U.K. and Ireland,” he noted. 
The introduction was successful, he said, and the company 
expects to grow from three to four season employees to eight 
or nine when holiday orders start to arrive.
Increased orders are expected from Merritt’s inclusion in 
Lakeland Fly Tying, one of the largest mail-order fishing 
catalogs in England.
Rocky Mountain Market
The Montana World Trade Center is really just getting 
started overseas. MWTC is looking for companies 
that manufacture products with a Western or Rocky 
Mountain theme to join future international trade 
missions, as well as to be part of promotions on the Web 
site, www.rockymountainmarket.com.
The program, called Rocky Mountain Market, offers 
promotional assistance for products from these categories: 
home furnishings, art, outdoor/sports, and specialty foods.
Many businesses that joined the MWTC’s trade missions 
to Ireland and Australia this past year were Rocky Mountain 
Market participants. In 2004, the Trade Center will also 
organize a trade mission to Australia and New Zealand.
With grant funding from the U.S. Department of Commerce 
Market Development Cooperator Program, costs to 
participating companies will be minimal. In many cases, 
providing product literature is the only requirement.
The intricacies of international transactions and logistics 
-  the details that keep many companies from seriously 
considering overseas markets -  will be handled by Rocky 
Mountain Market staff. The program is open to companies 
that already sell products internationally, as well as to those 
new to exports. □
Amy Joyner is a Missoula-area uniter and a publications 
assistant at the Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
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Montana KIDS COUNT 2003
Indian Children Struggle with Health Care, Poverty, and Death
by Steve Seninger and Daphne Herling
I ndian children in Montana face more health, educa­tion, and economic problems than do non-Indian children, newly published research shows. Their death rates 
are higher, not only as infants and children, but also as 
teenagers and young adults. A disproportionately high 
percentage of Indian teens neither go to school nor work. 
And the teenage birth rate is significantly higher among 
young Indian women than among non-Indian women.
The disadvantages in health care, safety, and economic 
opportunity for children who grow up in Montana’s Indian 
communities are dramatic when compared to other Montana 
children, or to children nationwide, according to a 2002 
study funded by Casey Family Programs and reported in the 
2003 Montana KIDS COUNT Data Book.
Published by The University of Montana’s Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research (BBER) and funded by the 
Annie E. Casey Foundation, Montana KIDS COUNT 2003 
for the first time included data on American Indian children.
American Indians are the largest minority group in 
Montana, representing more than 6 percent of the Census 
2000 population. Indian youth represent almost 10 percent of 
Montana’s population under age 18, a demographic share 
that increases to 18 percent in rural areas.
Indian children and adolescents dominate population age 
profiles in tribal communities and reservations statewide, 
with children under age 20 accounting for 38 percent of the 
total population -  the majority of them age 14 or younger. 
This youthful orientation o f American Indian populations 
will continue over the next decade, particularly in reserva­
tion counties such as Glacier, Big Horn, and Roosevelt.
There, the Indian population has seen high natural popula­
tion growth, with the annual number of births exceeding the 
number of deaths — whereas white populations have seen 
negative natural growth and out-migration.
In the 2002 study by Charlotte Goodluck and Angela 
Willeto, Montana scored higher than the national average on




State Level Well-being Indicators for American Indians/Alaska Natives 
Including Those off Hispanic Origin: Census 2000 Kffor July 1999]
Infant
% Low mortality Child death Teen death % no school % of kids % female HOH
Births per birthwelght per 1,000 rate* rate* or work below unemployment/not
1,000 females (<5.5 lbs.) live births (ages 1 -14) (ages 15 -19) (ages 16 -19) poverty in labor force
Source: Dr. Angela Willeto, Native American Kids 2002: Indian Children’s Well-being Indicators Data Book for 13 States, 
December, 2002, Casey Family Programs www.casey.org and National Indian Child Welfare Association www.nicwa.org.
*  Rates are per 100,000 deaths; teen rate is for accidents, homicides, and suicides.
* *  Rates based on 20 or fewer deaths may be unstable and should be used with qualification.
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Alaska 48.7 5.9 9.1 4 6 .3 **  202 17 23 41
Arizona 46.8 7.2 8.6 51.2 112 31 43 50
California 29.6 6.6 8.9 11 .3 **  2 5 * *  11 28 47
Michigan 19.1 7.4 8.8 0.0*  1 3 2 **  8  20 34
Minnesota 61.6 7.2 10.9 57.6* 9 4 * *  28 35 38
Montana 52.2 6.9 12.0 43 .1 **  1 5 3 **  21 45 41
New Mexico 43.1 7.1 7.7 39 .5 **  178 13 41 48
North Carolina 53.5 11.2 13.7 4 9 .9 **  1 0 1 **  9  25 39
North Dakota 49.8 6.0 13.8 4 5 .8 **  2 0 8 **  20 46 43
Oklahoma 46.1 5.9 8.0 28 .9 **  5 2 * *  9 27 38
South Dakota 61.6 5.2 15.2 26 .4 **  1 5 1 **  18 54 47
Washington 45.2 5.4 9.6 10 .9 ** 1 4 6 **  24 28 40
Wisconsin 58.4 5.9 9.2 51 .4 **  1 1 8 **  8  27 32
United States 41.4 7.1 9.1 29.8 89 15 32 43
Source: Dr. Angela Willeto, Native American Kids 2002: Indian Children’s Well-being Indicators Data 
Book for 13 States, December, 2002, Casey Family Programs www.casey.org and National Indian 
Child Welfare Association www.nicwa.org.
*  Rates are per 100,000 deaths; teen rate is for accidents, homicides, and suicides.
* *  Rates based on 20 or fewer deaths may be unstable and should be used with qualification.
Table 2
Montana Well-being Indicators for American Indian Kids 
Compared to Statewide Kids Count Indicators, 1999
Teen births Infant Female HOH
per 1,000 mortality Child death Teen death No school % Below % unemployed 
females per 1,000 rate* rate* or work Poverty /n o t in % single parent
MONTANA (ages 15 -17) live births (ages 1 -1 4 ) (ages 15 -19 ) (ages 16 -19 ) <age 18 labor force families
American Indian Kids 52 12.0 43 1 5 3 **  21 45 41 35
All Kids 18 6.7_________ 28___________ 81_____________ 7________22___________27___________28
UNITED STATES
American Indian Kids 41 9 .1 _________ 30___________ 89____________15________32___________43___________37
All Kids 29 7.1 24 53 8 19 35 27
KIDS COUNT
six of eight indicators of child well-being (Tables 1 and 2). 
Teen birth rates of 52.2 percent placed Montana well above 
the national rate and fourth highest among 13 states in 
Indian Country.
Montana’s poverty rate among American Indian kids was 
the third highest in the sample and significantly above the 
national rate of 32 percent. The state’s unemployment and 
non-participation in labor force rate for female heads-of- 
household was also very high among Indians. There’s no 
arguing that Montana needs to do more to improve child and 
adolescent health and increase family income and employ­
ment opportunities in Indian communities.
Indian children make up 10 percent of the infants and 
children in Montana, but almost 17 percent of the babies and 
children who died between 1997 and 2000. Differences in 
death rates for 1- to 14-year-olds and for teens in Montana 
are much greater than the national differences.
Health programs have tried to address the death rate for 
both American Indian and non-Indian children in Montana. 
Statewide programs to reduce sudden infant deaths and 
accidental deaths from drowning, firearms, and vehicle 
crashes are ongoing by the Montana Department of Health 
and Human Services. But the efforts continue to be under­
mined by state budget cutbacks. Suicides and violent deaths 
from homicides and auto crashes, especially among teenage 
males, is a serious problem among Montana’s Indian popula­
tion -  but also among all youth. Our state rates are the 
highest in the country and pro-active programs and interven­
tions to address this epidemic are lacking because of budget 
constraints.
Montana KIDS COUNT 2003
For the third year, the Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research produced the Montana KIDS COUNT Data Book. 
By compiling key data about children, Montana KIDS 
COUNT can provide a resource that helps guide decision­
makers at the state and county level as they work to improve 
or stabilize the well-being of kids. Today, with so much data 
available from so many sources, there is a need for easily 
accessible and timely information, so the social and economic 
status of children can be systematically tracked at the state 
and local level.
Three additions to the 2003 Data Book provided even 
more depth to the report: a section on the well-being of 
American Indian children, information showing broad 
patterns in how kids spend their time when they are not in 
school, and an expanded section on Montana counties, 
including a new County Poverty Index that should help local 
governments understand how they are doing in relation to 
other communities.
KIDS COUNT, a project of the Annie E. Casey Founda­
tion, is a state-by-state effort to track the status of children 
throughout the United States. The purpose of Montana 
KIDS COUNT is to provide policymakers and citizens with 
benchmarks of child well-being for use in community, state, 
and national discussions of how best to guarantee a successful 
future for all children. The KIDS COUNT project is a
statewide collaborative effort bringing together a wide range 
o f organizations, including businesses, nonprofits, and 
government agencies interested in or involved with 
children and families.
The goals o f Montana KIDS COUNT are to:
• Identify the needs o f Montana’s children by collecting 
the best available data on children and publishing and 
disseminating the “Montana KIDS COUNT Data Book,”
• Develop new and better measures of child well-being;
• Inform policymakers and citizens on the progress 
made by, and the problems yet facing, Montana children.
Gains and Losses for 
Montana Children
There have been no radical changes in the economic 
well-being of children in recent years, the biggest positive 
being that Montana’s economy has not slowed at the same 
rate as has the rest of the country. Still, the economy has 
slowed -  and the number o f cases in the state’s welfare-to- 
work program and the number of people receiving food 
stamps has increased. Our child poverty rate of 19.7 
percent has not decreased. And we still have one of the 
nation’s highest rates of uninsured children, 17 percent, 
which means more than 40,000 Montana children essen­
tially have no health care.
Overall, the number of children enrolled in school for 
the 2002-03 year has changed very little from 2000-2001. 
The student dropout rate has decreased to 3.8 percent from 
the previous two years’ 4-2 percent.
How Does Montana Compare 
to Other States?
It comes as no surprise that Montana has distressingly 
high numbers of children living in poverty. Between 1998 
and 2000, the state ranked 47th in the percentage of 
children in families where no parent has full-time, year- 
round employment and about 38th in the percentage of 
children living in poverty.
The lack o f full-time employment for parents creates far- 
reaching problems for children living in such households. 
These children are much more likely to lack access to the 
health and family benefits that usually come with full-time, 
stable jobs. Parents lacking secure employment are often 
forced to take two or three jobs to cobble together enough 
income to support a family. This is especially true in 
Montana, where 21 percent of children under age 18 live in 
working poor families.
Montana also ranks near the bottom among all states in 
the rate of both teen and child deaths. From 1998 to 2000, 
Montana ranked 46th in teen deaths by accident, homicide 
and suicide (ages 15-17). And Montana ranked 47,h in the 
rate o f child deaths (ages 1-14). And the numbers them­
selves can never express the emotional loss for Montana 
families and communities when a child dies from disease, 
accident, or suicide. For that loss, there is no adequate 
measure.
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The most promising note is that Montana showed 
significant improvement in infant mortality rates between 
1990 and 2000, with an improvement of 32 percent com­
pared to the national rate of 25 percent. Other areas of 
improvement have been teen birth rates and the percentage 
of teens (ages 16-19) not attending school and not working. 
Teen birth rates dropped and showed a 21 percent improve­
ment, with Montana ranking 10th in the nation on this 
indicator. The percentage of teens not in school or working 
dropped by 13 percent in Montana during the decade.
Counting Montana's Kids
The number of children in Montana has remained 
relatively constant over the past decade. Between 1990 and 
2000, there was an increase in the number of kids under age 
18. But in the two years since the 2000 Census, there has 
been virtually no increase in this age group; 2002 estimates 
show that school-age children between the ages of 5 and 17 
still account for a significant portion of the state’s population 
(Table 3).
Single-parent households and working parents are two 
other demographic factors that stand out as major influences 
on Montana kids. Eighteen percent of children under age 18 
were living in single-parent households in 1990, a percentage 
that increased to slightly more than 21 percent by Census 
2000 -  representing 10,000 more Montana kids in single- 
parent households. BBER
Table 3
Selected Demographic Characteristics for 
Montana Children, 2000 and 2002
STATE SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR THE
POPULATION UNDER AGE 18 2000 2002
Total population 902,195 909, 453*
Population under age 18 230,062 216,000*
Males under age 18 118,245 111,249*
Females under age 18 111,817 105,071*
Children under age 5 54,869 52,793*
Children ages 5 to 17 175,193 163,207*
RACE AND ETHNICITY OF CHILDREN 
UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE
Total Population under 18 years 230,062 n/a
American Indian and Alaska Native 22,082 n/a
Black or African American 922 n/a
White 196,699 n/a
Hispanic origin 7,350 n/a
Other 3,245 n/a
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov, 2002. 
*  -  estimates and n /a -n o t available
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Figure 1
Percent off U.S. Children 6 to 17 Years Old 
Participating in Extracurricular Activities
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income and Program 
Participation, 2000.
Figure 2
Percentage off U.S. Students in Grades 
8, 10, and 12 Who Participate in 
School Athletics, by Gender, 2001
Source: Original analysis by Child Trends of Monitoring the 
Future data, 2001.
The percentage of kids under age 18 with both parents in the 
labor force increased by more than 5 percentage points 
between 1990 and 2000. This increase was more dramatic for 
children under age 6, who had an almost 7-percentage-point 
increase in the number of families with both parents in the 
labor force -  from 58.4 percent in 1990 to 64.9 percent by 
2000. Both the single-parent and working-parent factors 
contributed to U.S. Census estimates that there are nearly 7 
million latch-key kids in America; that is, children who 
watch themselves while their parents are at work.
What’s Happening 
After School?
How do kids spend their time, given these changing family 
work patterns?
Most Montana children go to school, play sports, join 
clubs and youth organizations, attend lessons, or work part- 
time. While it is nearly impossible to count and assign kids to 
specific activities, it is possible to identify some broad 
patterns of activity. The number o f kids in school is straight­
forward. There were 162,000 K-12 students in public, 
private, and home schools in 2002-2003.
Montana’s older teenagers are active in the labor market, 
many of them in addition to going to school. In 2001, there 
were an estimated 33,000 teenagers between 16 and 19 years 
of age in the state’s labor force, out o f an estimated popula­
tion of 53,000. About 12 percent of the 33,000 teenagers 
who tried to get a job and earn some money did not find 
suitable work.
Other activities for Montana kids, besides school and 
work, were many and varied, although the absence of 
Montana-specific data forces one to rely on national data to 
find patterns and trends in children’s activities. Nationwide, 
about 30 percent of children 6 to 17 years o f age partici­
pated in sports in 2000 (Figure 1). Club activities attracted 
31 percent of kids and lessons ranging from music to karate 
attracted 27 percent o f school-age kids in the United 
States.
Much of the sports participation came through school 
athletics. Nationally, 68 percent of eighth-graders partici­
pated in school sports, with participation dropping to 62 
percent for 10,h-graders and 55 percent for 12lh-graders 
(Figure 2). Sports and play are important, active forms of 
social learning and personal development in contrast to the 
alternatives: watching television, hanging out with friends, 
or other less constructive activities.
Nationally, many parents admit that television has 
become a surrogate babysitter; TV watching was first on the 
list of outside-school activities followed by watching videos, 
and then playing, outdoor/nature activities, and reading. 
Youth behavior data collected by the federal Centers for 
Disease Control show that for a sample of Montana high 
school students 23 percent watched more than three hours 
of TV per day, compared to a median over all states of 33 
percent.
Crime and run-ins with the law involve a small number 
of kids. In Montana, juvenile arrests for all crimes were 
relatively constant at just under 15,000 kids per year. 
Another 1,561 kids were arrested for crimes against people, 
and 1,492 were arrested for drug offenses. These crime rates 
have held fairly constant over the past several years, with 
no large increases.
High rates o f volunteerism in community affairs or 
some kind o f volunteer work by kids is an upside indicator 
of how youth spend their time. National data, 
www.childtrendsdatabank.org, show that teenagers ages 16 to 
19 are more likely to have volunteered in the past year than
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Figure 3
Insurance Coverage by Age and Type 
for Montana, Residents Under 
65 Years of Age, 2003
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana-Missoula.
any other age group under the age of 35. The percent of 12th 
graders who reported volunteering once a month increased 
by 7 percentage points to a rate of 35 percent between 1991 
and 2001.
alarming indicator of what Montana kids with unmet health 
care needs face as they grow up (Figure 3).
Uninsured rates are even higher for Montana kids in low- 
income households and in American Indian families. 
Montana’s uninsured rate of 22 percent for all people under 
age 65 doubles for those living in households where income is 
below the federal poverty level -  and increases to 38 percent 
when the family is Indian.
Public health programs such as Medicaid and the Children’s 
Health Insurance Program (CHIP) have traditionally filled 
some of the uninsured gap for Montana children. About 16 
percent of Montana kids age 18 and under receive health 
coverage from Medicaid or CHIP one of the highest coverage 
rates from these programs of any age group. In spite of the 
important health care access role played by public health 
programs, there are limitations because of government budget 
woes and long distances in rural areas. Estimates of the 
number of children eligible for, but not receiving, Medicaid or 
CHIP are 24,000 children age 18 years and younger.
Not all uninsured Montanans are low-income families, 
either. A profile of Montana’s 171,000 uninsured residents 
from the BBER project showed that 86 percent are white, 92 
percent have a high school education, more than 70 percent 
are above the poverty level, and 77 percent are employed. 
That means many of Montana’s uninsured kids come from 
households with higher education and income levels and 
with parents who work full-time.
Keeping Montana Kids Healthy
Health insurance coverage and access to health care are 
major health policy issues for Montana’s children and young 
adults, as the state has one of the highest uninsured rates for 
children in the nation. In many states, insurance coverage 
comes as private health insurance provided through employ­
ers; about 60 percent of the nation’s insured population has 
employment-based coverage.
Only about 55 percent of Montanans get their insurance 
on the job. Montana has so many small employers, 60 
percent of whom do not offer insurance to their workers, that 
it’s difficult for working parents, especially those in low-wage 
jobs, to get health insurance. And children who have no 
health insurance either go without health care or, in some 
cases, receive health care through public-funded programs 
that are a frequent target of budget cutbacks. Lack of health 
insurance means children have no mainstream source of 
medical care.
During the first six months of 2003, the University of 
Montana’s Bureau of Business and Economic Research in 
collaboration with the state Department of Health and 
Human Services conducted a statewide survey of more than 
5,000 Montanans on health insurance coverage and access to 
health care. Results of the survey showed that 41,500 
Montana kids age 18 and younger do not have any health 
insurance, public or private. The 17-percent uninsured rate 
for Montana children is one of the highest in the nation; only 
three states have higher rates. The 39-percent uninsured rate 
for young people between ages 19 and 25 is an even more
Keeping Montana Kids Safe
In 2002, 250 Montana children age 0-24 died. Accidents, 
especially motor vehicle crashes, were the single most 
frequent cause of death. Other violent causes, notably 
suicides and, to a lesser degree, homicides became major 
causes of death for kids as they become older (Figure 4).
Several sources give insights into children’s attitudes and 
thoughts that lead to the some of the risky behaviors behind 
these statistics. The Centers for Disease Control survey of
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF MONTANA
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Montana high school students was conducted in 2001, and 
the Montana Prevention Needs Assessment data was 
compiled in 2002.
Although the studies measure different aspects of youth 
behavior, results from both show that Montana kids tend to 
use alcohol, tobacco and other drugs at rates higher than 
national averages. According to the 2002 study, 64.2 percent 
o f Montana students in the eighth, 10th and 12th grades plan 
to use alcohol when they become adults. On the positive 
side, youth in Montana do not perceive drugs as being easy 
to get, and 71 percent of eighth-graders perceived great
risk in smoking one or more packs of cigarettes a day.
Alcohol and motor vehicle crashes are major causes of 
injury and death to Montana kids. This is particularly true in 
thel6-to-19 age group who, while representing only 7.4 
percent of the total population, account for 19 percent of the 
alcohol-related vehicle crashes. Thirteen percent of those 
were fatal alcohol-related accidents (Figure 5).
In general, kids in Montana are much more likely to drink 
and drive than are kids nationally and are more likely to ride 
in a vehicle driven by someone who has been drinking 
alcohol. According to the 2001 report, 21.8 percent of
Figure 4
Leading Causes off Death by Age, Montana Youth, 2002
Under One Year of Age 
Total Number = 78
One to Four Years of Age 
Total Number = 15
Homicide: 1
Five to Fourteen Years of Age 
Total Number = 20
Fifteen to Twenty-four Years of Age 
Total Number -137
Source: Montana Office of Vital Statistics.
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Montana’s high school students have driven one or more 
times after drinking alcohol in the past 30 days. That 
compares to a national average of 13.3 percent. Also, 39.3 
percent have over the past 30 days ridden one or more times 
in a car or other vehicle driven by someone who has been 
drinking.
To find an explanation that could help guide 
policymakers, it is necessary to look at the complex web of 
social, epidemiological, geographic, and cultural factors 
affecting Montana youth. There can be no simple answer to 
the problem of high child death rates. Theories abound, 
including poverty, social exclusion, community disorganiza­
tion, lack of social bonding, and individual pathologies.
However, no theory can adequately compensate a 
community for the loss of a child. To their parents and 
families, to their classmates and peers, to the social fabric of 
small towns where everyone literally knows everyone, no 
explanation can ease the pain of such a loss.
Several communities are working to address the problem. 
In Missoula, the Missoula Coalition for Suicide Prevention 
has organized stakeholder group meetings to begin a commu­
nity conversation about suicides and to begin to address the 
issue as a public health concern. Since 1991, the Intermoun­
tain Regional EMS for Children Coordinating Council, based 
in Bozeman, has promoted improvement of the entire 
continuum of emergency medical services for children. 
Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies disseminates information 
throughout the state to teach parents about child safety 
issues, such as the correct use of booster seats and other 
restraints to keep children safe in vehicles.
Focus on the Children
Although a book of numbers, the Montana KIDS 
COUNT 2003 Data Book is intended to keep our state’s 
focus squarely on its children. These youngsters are impor­
tant to us, whether we’re parents, grandparents, caregivers or
Figure 5
Alcohol-Related Crashes and Fatal Alcohol 
Related Crashes, 16- to 19-Year-Olds, 
Montana, 2002
Source: Montana Department of Transportation, 
Montana Highway Patrol.
teachers. Indeed, the well-being of Montana kids should 
concern everyone. In every society, children are a social and 
moral reflection of the adult community responsible for their 
care. If we are to live up to our obligations, we need to know 
how children are doing in all areas of their lives — and then 
act on that information.
The 2003 Montana KIDS COUNT Data Book is available 
online at www.bber.umt.edu/KidsCountMTQ
Steve Seninger is the Bureau’s director of economic analysis 
and director of Montana KIDS COUNT. Daphne Herling is 
the Montana KIDS COUNT director of development and 
community outreach.
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Social Security
The Reports of Its Death are 
Greatly Exaggerated, Author Says
by Saul H. Hymans
BBER
This article is reprinted with permission 
from LSA Magazine. It orginally appeared in 
the Spring 2003 issue o f LSA Magazine, the 
alumni magazine at the University of 
Michigan’s College of Literature, Science, 
and the Arts.
H ow many times have you heard a Washington politician or a talking head say something like, “The 
government is spending the Social 
Security surplus”? And what did you 
think when you heard that? If you’re 
under 65, chances are you thought 
something like, “After all my years of 
paying payroll taxes into the system, there 
won’t be anything left to collect when I 
retire.” It makes sense that you’d think 
that, except that the premise itself is 
entirely phony. The federal government is 
not spending the Social Security surplus. 
In fact, nobody is; it’s sitting there fully 
invested and earning interest: an effective 
rate o f 6.7 percent in 2001,1 which is 
probably more than any of the invested 
funds you had control over earned last 
year.
Let me try to help you separate the 
sense from the nonsense.
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The Surplus
First, what is the Social Security surplus? Most folks under 
65, and employed, know that federal taxes are withheld from 
their paychecks. Included among those taxes is a 5.3 percent 
levy (and an equivalent amount paid by their employers) that 
goes right to the Social Security Administration (SSA) to 
support the retirement program known formally as the Old- 
Age and Survivors Insurance, or OASI, program. Think of 
those tax payments as SSA’s income. Most folks over 65 
collect retirement benefits paid to them by SSA. That’s SSA’s 
outgo. In 1999, SSA’s income exceeded its outgo by $67 
billion. Add to that $50 billion in interest earnings, and SSA 
wound up with $117 billion beyond what it needed to pay out 
in 1999. That $117 billion was the Social Security surplus for 
1999.2
Exactly what did the Social Security Administration do 
with that $117 billion surplus it ran in 1999? It invested all of 
it in interest-bearing bonds issued and fully guaranteed by the 
federal government, both the $67 billion by which its tax 
income exceeded its outgo and the $50 billion it earned in 
interest on the government bonds it had purchased with all 
its prior years of surpluses.
SSA has actually run an annual surplus in all but 11 years 
since its origin in 1935. The total of all those surpluses had 
accumulated to just over one trillion dollars by the end of 
2001. The accumulated surplus is what is referred to as “the 
Social Security”— actually the OASI, Trust Fund.
Why not invest at least some of the surplus in corporate 
bonds, or stocks, or bank certificates of deposit (CDs), or real 
estate? Because federal law mandates that SSA invest only in 
securities fully guaranteed by the federal government. So,
SSA bought $117 billion worth of U.S. government bonds in 
1999. SSA got the bonds; the U.S. Treasury got the cash.
Now suppose for just a moment that SSA could have 
chosen to invest the $117 billion in a bank CD. In that event 
SSA would have the CD issued by the bank, and the bank 
would have the cash, which it would undoubtedly invest. 
Would anyone accuse the bank of spending the Social 
Security surplus, as though the bank had somehow made off 
with SSA’s money? O f course not. The bank would have sold 
a CD to SSA and could then do whatever it wanted with the 
proceeds.
It makes no more sense to accuse the federal government 
of spending the Social Security surplus, as though it had 
somehow made off with SSA’s money, than it would to accuse 
the bank. No matter what the U.S. Treasury does with the 
$117 billion it got for selling bonds to SSA —  whether it pays 
for military and congressional salaries, builds federal court­
houses, paves roads, gives education scholarships, or retires 
federal debt held by the public —  SSA still has the $117 
billion in U.S. government bonds, the safest investment that 
anyone knows of.
One might suggest that SSA could have earned more over 
time if it could have invested some of its annual surpluses in 
assets other than government bonds. Maybe so— that’s a 
legitimate issue. Current law presumes that the most
Figure 1
Median Age at Retirement by Gender
Source: William H. Frey et al., Am erica by the Numbers. 
*  projections
important thing is to be confident that when SSA has to cash 
in, it needn’t worry about whether the bank stayed solvent, 
or whether the stock market was up or down, or whether the 
real estate could be sold at a profit. It would simply have to 
cash in the bonds that were guaranteed by the full faith and 
credit of the U.S. government.3
Two Concerns
Although the matter of the federal government spending 
SSA’s surplus is really a nonissue, there are two matters that 
are of real significance and that we should be concerned 
about.
There are now 3.4 workers paying taxes into SSA for 
every beneficiary collecting retirement (or disability) benefits. 
The number of workers per beneficiary used to be even 
higher, 3.7 in 1970, for example. What’s more, we know that 
the worker/beneficiary ratio is going to start declining even 
more sharply once the baby-boom generation begins retiring 
in about 2010. It’s estimated that by 2030 the ratio will be 
barely above 2.0. As the ratio of workers to beneficiaries 
declines, the annual surpluses will shrink and then disappear 
entirely. SSA estimates that annual outgo will begin to 
exceed annual OASI income, including interest, in about the 
year 2028. After that, SSA will have to start cashing in its
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government bonds in order to keep paying the retirement 
benefits mandated by current law. And SSA further estimates 
that it would then take until about 2043 to exhaust the 
entire OASI Trust Fund.
That is clearly something that has to be dealt with by 
changes in policy. There are a number of options, including 
reducing the future growth of retirement benefits,4 raising 
social security taxes,5 making a higher proportion of benefits 
taxable, and diversifying its investment portfolio or privatize 
(part of) the system,6 which some critics of the current system 
suggest would allow SSA to earn more in the long run.
Finally, there’s another important implication of the 
impending decline in the worker/beneficiary ratio. The 
retirees of the near future will show up in the marketplace 
using their Social Security benefit incomes to purchase goods
and services. But they’ll no longer be producing any 
goods and services; only those still working will be 
producing. As the worker/beneficiary ratio falls, fewer 
and fewer workers will be trying to produce for more and 
more customers, themselves plus retirees. That’s a recipe 
for inflation, unless we ensure that the economy of the 
near future is strong and highly productive. The 
economic standard of living of a society always depends 
on it workers being highly productive. But the need to 
promote a highly productive economy becomes even 
more urgent when fewer and fewer workers have to 
provide goods and services for more and more retirees. □
References
1 All data cited here regarding Social Security can be 
confirmed at the Social Security Administration’s Web site, 
www.ssa.gov.
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SSA surpluses ought to be invested in stocks and other assets. 
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but they’re not silly, and they deserve thoughtful consideration.
4 This can be done by raising the retirement age, means- 
testing eligibility, directly cutting benefits, and so on — all 
controversial.
5 SSA estimates that a 15 percent increase in the tax rate, 
raising it from 5.3 to 6.1 percent for both employees and 
employers, would keep the annual surplus going until at least 
2076.
6 The biggest downside to this, of course, is the introduc­
tion of far greater uncertainty into the prediction of how much 
money will be available to support expenditures at any future 
date.
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the University of Michigan.
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RED FEATHER DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
Constructing a s traw  bale house on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
Improving Housing on 
Montana’s Indian Reservations
by Amy Joyner
I n 1993, Seattle-based clothing manufacturer Robert The group takes its name from the woman who introducedYoung was visiting Taos, N.M., when a story in a Young to the humbling living conditions and poverty found onNative American newspaper changed his life. Left on a many reservations. Her name was Katherine Red Feather,
restaurant table, the story told of the myriad troubles caused After returning to Seattle from Taos, then-32-year-old
by substandard housing and poverty on America’s Indian Young joined a New Mexico-based “Adopt a Grandparent
reservations. Program,” which paired him with the 78-year-old Red
A decade later, Young lives in Bozeman and is the co- Feather, a Lakota elder living on the Pine Ridge Reservation
founder and executive director of Red Feather Development in South Dakota. After a year of developing a long-distance 
Group, a nonprofit that employs four people, including Young relationship with his new grandmother, Young set out to visit 
and his wife and co-founder, Anita. ber in Pine Ridge. 1
And Red Feather Development is working to improve What he found shocked and devastated him. “The Third-
housing and promote community development on Indian World poverty level there was absolutely mind-boggling in
reservations nationwide, with building projects on five of this affluent country, he remembers.
Montana’s seven reservations. Living in one of the most poverty-stricken communities in
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Straw Bale Study Hall on Montana’s Crow Reservation.
the United States, where high-school dropout rates reach 60 
percent, Katherine Red Feather endured years in a crumbling 
trailer without electricity, plumbing, or insulation. Nearby, 
small trailers without insulation housed up to 20 people each.
That winter, three Lakota elders died in their unheated 
homes. The summer’s 110-degree heat forced families to live 
in an abandoned school. “For how bad she had it,” Young 
says, “she never complained.”
Without any background in charity work, Young searched 
for groups working to improve reservation housing, and 
found none outside of government agencies and religious 
assemblies. And so, Red Feather Development Group was 
bom to help the 2.5 million Native Americans who live on 
reservations, starting with the 300,000 who are homeless.
Almost immediately, Young began working the phone to 
find 14 volunteers to take a two-week break to build Red 
Feather a new stick-frame house. Working 20-hour days 
alongside tribal volunteers, his Seatde crew was joined by 
Pearl Jam guitarist Stone Gossard.
The resulting media attention drew a large team of local 
volunteers, proving that a grassroots group led by non-natives 
could successfully work with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the 
Indian Health Service, and tribal government to build Red 
Feather’s new home.
Energized by his success at Pine Ridge, Young returned to 
Seattle asking: “Does the world need more T-shirts or does it 
need more housing?” Young sold his ownership in a high-end 
resort wear business, and began a more-than-full-time job
seeking partnerships and funding while establishing relation­
ships with tribal leaders.
Since 1995, Red Feather Development Group and its 
partners have completed 37 housing projects, including new 
construction and rehabilitation -  which includes everything 
up to razing a house and starting again from the foundation.
As word spread, Red Feather grew. An introductory letter 
to actor/director Robert Redford resulted in an article about 
Red Feather in the 1998 Sundance art and home furnishings 
catalog. Donations through the catalog raised $10,000 and 
added roughly 3,000 names to Young’s list of supporters.
The First Straw
By teaming with architecture schools at the University of 
Washington and Penn State, Young developed the American 
Indian Sustainable Housing Initiative and developed a new 
construction model using straw bales, an affordable, readily 
available, energy-efficient resource.
Homes built around straw bales are three times more 
energy efficient than a typical home. In fact, with Young’s 
help, families are saving enough in heating costs per month 
to pay most of the mortgage on their new home.
When straw bale construction began, a Red Feather- 
designed two-bedroom, one-bath house cost about $60,000. 
Within the past year, Red Feather’s straw-bale construction 
program has received financial help and recognition from 
talk-show host Oprah Winfrey’s Angel Network and a 
$50,000 Volvo for Life award.
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In 1999, just as his straw-bale housing project began, a 
tribal member from Montana’s Crow Reservation contacted 
Young and asked for help. So Red Feather Development built 
its first straw-bale home on the Crow Reservation, using 
volunteer labor and donations from manufacturers. This first 
“study house” was built by and for a tribal family. It was a 
success, so much so that Young remembers saying, “Let’s shop 
this thing around to other people.”
Because of the high demand for adequate reservation 
housing, Red Feather uses a lottery system to determine 
which qualifying family receives help building a straw home - 
and when. Local leaders also help determine which tribal 
members are in the greatest need and best meet Red 
Feather’s participation provisions. Because each family 
supplies sweat equity while building the house alongside non- 
Indian volunteers, Young says participants often see a side of 
non-native people they’ve never seen before.
Beyond the Front Porch
Red Feather didn’t have to look far for its next project, 
which was suggested by four junior-high girls who passed 
the “study house” each day on their 22-mile bus ride to the 
St. Labre Indian School in Ashland. The students, all Crow 
tribal members, were gearing up to enter the Bayer/
National Science Foundation competition — where middle- 
school students use science to address a community 
problem.
The “study house” gave them the idea. What if they built 
a community study hall to show off the advantages of straw- 
bale structures?
“People casually call it the Straw Bale Study Hall,” says 
Curtis Yarlott, executive director of the St. Labre Indian 
School. Officially known as the Rez Protectors Education 
Resource Center, because the four girls called themselves the 
“Rez Protectors” during the competition, the project was 
awarded a $25,000 Christopher Columbus Fellowship 
Foundation grant to help defray construction costs.
The money in hand, they called Young for assistance.
“This is the kind of initiative we love,” he says. An architect 
with Red Feather designed the structure and 35 non-tribal 
volunteer builders arrived on the reservation in mid-July 
2002. Temperatures hit 100-plus degrees, but the crew 
finished the 950-square-foot building in just 2-1/2 weeks.
Eventually, Oprah Winfrey flew the girls to Chicago to 
appear on her show and pick up a $25,000 grant. And during 
a subsequent Oprah taping honoring the girls, $20,000 worth 
of Stanley tools went to Red Feather. As the largest employer 
of native and non-native area residents, a Hardin-based coal 
mining company also kicked in for the project.
Open in February 2003, the study hall provides computers 
and Internet access for K-12 students on the Crow Reserva­
tion. The Education Resource Center is greatly needed on 
the southeastern Montana reservation, where unemployment 
ranges from 60 to 80 percent.
“There’s no illusion that this is going to 
be done overnight... . This is a century and 
a half o f neglect.”
Reaction to the straw structure has been positive on 
several levels, Yarlott says. He remembers one visitor 
remarking, “I’d live in a house like this.” Because it was a 
tribal project that serves the entire reservation while cel­
ebrating the four girls’ achievement, the project has been 
received even better, he adds.
Though Red Feather provided volunteers who were 
mostly non-native and completed much of the necessary 
legwork for the structure, Yarlott believes tribal members 
welcomed the organization. “A lot of it was Robert himself,” 
Yarlott says. “He has a good way of working with a variety of 
people from different cultures. He can sit back and let things 
go for awhile.”
Reaching Out
The focus of Red Feather’s American Indian Sustainable 
Housing Initiative is to educate Indian nations in straw-bale 
building methods, with a goal of long-term tribal self- 
sufficiency.
“Communities are empowered to build desperately needed 
homes and community facilities in a manner that also helps 
restore their social structure,” Young says. “There’s no 
illusion that this is going to be done overnight, though. This 
is a century and a half of neglect.”
“It’s extremely difficult to raise money for a native 
community,” he adds. “Casino wealth is a misnomer.” To raise 
awareness of the realities of reservation life, Red Feather is 
starting a membership drive, in part by using its Web site, 
Redfeather.org.
“In the short term, we want to get with a reservation here 
in Montana and put a program in place,” Young says, “not 
only a successful program, but one that can also be replicated 
in other communities in need. You start breaking down walls 
and hopefully they will trust you.”
Someday, Young hopes to provide housing and commu­
nity-building education on 10 to 20 other reservations. “We 
are a program of empowerment,” he says. “We are not out 
here to do this for them. I have a lot of confidence in 
reservations and the people we’ve met. They can do this on 
their own.” □
Amy Joyner is a Missoula-area writer and a publications 
assistant at the Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
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Grain Power
Ronari'Based Cooperative Selling 
Montand'Grown Gluten'Free Flour
by Amy Joyner
W ith a membership that includes 55 growers throughout the Northwest, a Ronan-based company has brought to market a little-known, yet highly 
sought after agricultural product.
Indian rice grass, a native but nontraditional crop for 
Montana farmers, is milled and packaged at Mission Moun­
tain Market, a partially grant-supported business incubator in 
Lake County. Created July 1, 2001, as a nonprofit corpora­
tion, Amazing Grains is marketing the product under the 
trade name “Montina.”
“The nutritional benefits are great. But what’s most 
important is that it is flavorful,” says Bob Warren, the general 
manager of the Amazing Grains Grower Cooperative, of 
which 47 members are Montana growers. The cooperative 
has just three employees and a technician is available to help 
new growers get started.
Flavor is important, Warren points out, because Montina’s 
target buyers are mostly people who are intolerant to wheat 
gluten, a compound found in wheat barley and rye. These 
people have diets that are severely restricted, and the breads 
they usually eat are not known for their hearty taste.
Gluten intolerance can lead to Celiac Disease, a condition 
that diminishes the body’s ability to properly absorb nutrients 
in the small intestine. Two Montina products on the market 
may work as a substitute to traditional flours: Montina Pure 
rice grass flour and an all-purpose gluten-free baking blend, 
which includes white rice flour and tapioca flour.
“The reality is that the people who need this are the 
people we are selling to,” Warren surmises. “If you are tired of 
no flavor and no texture, Montina is for you.”
Indian rice grass is a perennial crop that does not have to 
be planted every year, as is the case with most currently 
marketed cereal grains. Yields are minimal the first year and 
then are “normal” at perhaps 400 pounds per acre for the life 
o f the stand. A dry land Indian rice grass stand is productive 
for about five years before needing replanting. Irrigated 
production averages 600 to 800 pounds per acre.
Amazing Grains allows its members to plant Indian rice 
grass as reclamation seed, Warren notes. “By virtue of this 
being a co-op, the growers not only grow the product, but as 
a company, we take it out into the market. As a nonprofit
cooperative, all profits beyond growth and operations are 
divided among partners in the co-op,” he adds.
Research on commercial uses of Indian rice grass was done 
at Montana State University-Bozeman by Dave Sands, a 
scientist who spurred Montina’s development. Sands and his 
staff discovered the crops were drought-resistant, as well as 
gluten-free. This brought forth the aspect o f a niche-market 
use. He also defined other distinct characteristics, like its 
high-fiber and high-protein product.
Warren points out that each two-slice serving of Montina 
Pure bread has 24 grams of dietary fiber —  96 percent of the 
recommended daily allowance. The same Montina Pure 
serving also has 17 grams of protein, and about 40 percent of 
the RDA for iron.
Sands cautioned growers that the Montina market will be 
similar to a pharmaceutical market to the extent that 
harvested Montina must be uncontaminated by even a single 
kernel o f wheat or barley. Any contamination of a gluten-free 
product could kill demand for it. The rice-grass harvest must 
be clean of weeds and volunteer grain, and purity is a priority.
In addition to having a niche of potential buyers, Warren 
says, “What drove the cooperative forward was the recogni­
tion of the market potential. And formers could get more 
than 6 cents a pound for their item. Each acre of the dryland 
crop yields 200 pounds of rice grass seed. A wheat farmer 
realizes an average of about 6 cents a pound for that tradi­
tional grain, whereas an Amazing Grains co-op member can 
see a return of $2.60 per pound for rice grass. It has great 
profit potential, as most people with a Celiac condition eat 
more than 12 pounds of gluten-free flour a month.
The 12-ounce bag of Montina Pure sells for $7.39, and a 
24-ounce bag of Montina blend retails at $5.99. Montina is 
available at some Montana health-food stores, and at the 
company’s Web site, www.montina.com. Montina has been 
advertised in the Gluten Intolerance newsletter and the Living 
Without Magazine, written for the Celiac population.^
Amy Joyner is a Missoula'area uniter and a publications 
assistant at the Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
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Street Smart Economics
K now  W h en  to  H o ld  ’E m  a n d  W h en  t o  F o ld  ’E m
Walmart and Lowes coming to town, international visitors 
showing up in Montana after being absent for decades, 
and housing prices climbing ever higher in certain areas 
of the state were all predictable economic events. Savvy 
business owners with a strong understanding of 
economics probably figured out a way to survive, or 
maybe even profit from these happenings. They 
understood when to hold on to their cards, meeting the 
challenges of new competition or unstable markets. They 
also knew when it was time to fold a weak hand when 
faced with a no-win situation.
Economic literacy — understanding how local, national, and global economies work I 
and are linked -  is an effective tool for making realistic and profitable business 
decisions. Individuals who have a solid grasp of economic principles better under­
stand the forces that significantly affect the quality of their lives. At the 29th Annual ,
Montana Economic Outlook Seminars, researchers will discuss economic education ■ 
and the important role Montana businesses play in bringing a localized focus to this 
new mission. i
As in past years, the seminar will highlight the latest economic trends and what they | 
mean for Montana. In looking at the national economy, Bureau Director Paul Polzin i 
notes that President George Bush’s economic performance earns an ‘A’ on its 
midterm report, however the final grade is going to depend on how the administration 
deals with the expanding deficit In addition to the national picture, forecasts will be i 
presented for Montana and each seminar city.
Recent trends and the outlook for Montana’s important industries will also be 
examined in detail. Experts from the Bureau, Montana State University, and the 
Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research will look at the wood products 
industry, manufacturing, agriculture, health care, and travel and tourism.
REGISTRATION FORM
Complete this form, detach, and mail with payment to: 
Bureau of Business & Economic Research 
The University o f Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812-6840
LOCATIONS
□  Helena 
January 27,2004
Red Uon Colonial Hotel
□  Great Falls 
January 28,2004 
Holiday Inn
□  Missoula 
January 30,2004 
Holiday Inn Parkside
□  Billings 
February 3,2004 
Northern Hotel
□  Bozeman 
February 4,2004 
Holiday Inn
□  Butte 
February 5,2004 
Ramada Inn Copper King



















Our lunch program will feature a game that will challenge audience members to 
measure their knowledge and understanding of economic principles. Find out if you 
are a knowledgeable consumer, employer, saver, investor, and effective participant 
in the global economy.
PAYMENT
□  Check enclosed
(Payable to: Bureau of Business & Economic Research)
Sem inar A g en d a
8:00 -  8:15 Coffee and Registration
8:15 -  8:20 Introductions, First Interstate Bank
8:20 -  9:05 Street Smart Economics, Myles Watts and Vince Smith
9:05 -  9:15 Coffee Break
9:15 -  9:45 National, State, and Local Outlooks, Paul Polzin 
9:45 -  10:00 Local Perspective, various local experts 
10:00 -  10:20 Nonresident Travel, Norma Nickerson
10:20 -  10:30 Coffee Break
10:30 -  10:50 Health Care, Stephen Seninger and Daphne Herling 
10:50 -  11:10 Agriculture, Kevin McNew 
11:10 -  11:30 Manufacturing and Forest Products, Charles Keegan 
11:30 -  11:40 Coffee Break
11:40 -  Noon Chamber of Commerce Report, local speaker 
Noon -12:50 Economic Literacy, Myles Watts and Vince Smith 
12:50 Closing Remarks, First Interstate Bank
Q u e s t io n s ?
C a ll (406) 243-5113 or v is it ou r W eb  s i t e  a t 
www .bber.um t.edu





□  $70 registration includes the seminar, a proceedings 
booklet, lunch, and a one-year subscription to the 
Montana Business Quarterly
□  $20 fee for continuing education credits:
O  Montana Insurance Continuing Education Program 
O  Montana Society of CPAs 
O  Institute of Certified Management Accountants 
O  Montana Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
O  Montana Board of Realty Regulation 
O  Society of American Foresters 
O  Montana Teacher Professional Renewal Units 
O  Montana Board of Social Work Examiners and Professional 
Counselors




The road to financial success 
can take many turns.
Wells Fargo Private Client Services 
can help guide you through them.
For more than a century, prominent individuals and families have relied on the experience of Wells Fargo to navigate the road to financial success. Today, Wells Fargo Private Client 
Services creates customized solutions to help manage your wealth and meet your financial 
objectives. Whether your needs require immediate action or long range planning, we provide 
wealth management with a personal touch.
175 N. 27th Street 211 W. Main Street 3650 Harrison Avenue 21 Third Street North 
Billings, MT 59101 Bozeman, MT 59715 Butte, MT 59701 Great Falls, MT 59401 
(406) 657-3496 (406) 582-5143 (406) 533-7024 (406) 454-5490
350 Last Chance Gulch 201 1st Avenue East 1800 Russell
Helena, MT 59601 Kalispell, MT 59901 Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 447-2050 (406) 756-4055 (406) 327-6233
Private Client Services provides financial products and services through various bank and brokerage affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company including 
Wells Fargo Investments, LLC (member NYSE/SIPC).
Wells Fargo Bank Montana, N.A.
Member FDIC
PRIVATE | CLIENT | SERVICES
PS06089 (011898 02/02)
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